In this work a simple classical analog of the quantum Zeno effect is suggested. As it is well known, in the quantum mechanics, in the limit of the infinite series of alternative short dynamical evolution and measurement, an unstable quantum system will never decay, that is called quantum Zeno effect. Here an ideal (without resistance), classical LC oscillating circuit with quick switch ON-OFF alternation is considered. In the limit of the infinite series of alternative short electrical current regime (switch in the ON state) and no-current regime (current breaking by quick switch ON-OFF state alternation) given LC circuit will never oscillate. Obviously, it represents a classical electro-dynamical Zeno effect deeply analogous to quantum Zeno effect. All this admits a general definition of the Zeno effect that includes both quantum and classical cases (without any classical interpretation of the quantum Zeno effect or quantum interpretation of the classical Zeno effect).
In this work a simple classical analog of the quantum Zeno effect will be suggested. Namely, as it is well known, in the quantum mechanics, in the limit of the infinite series of alternative short dynamical evolution and measurement, an unstable quantum system will never decay, that is called quantum Zeno effect. It is usual opinion that Zeno effect can exist within quantum mechanics only. Here an ideal (without resistance), classical LC oscillating circuit with quick switch ON-OFF alternation will be considered. In the limit of the infinite series of alternative short electrical current regime (switch in the ON state) and no-current regime (current breaking by quick switch ON-OFF state alternation) given LC circuit will never oscillate. Obviously, it represents a classical electro-dynamical Zeno effect deeply analogous to quantum Zeno effect. All this admits a general definition of the Zeno effect that includes both quantum and classical cases (without any classical interpretation of the quantum Zeno effect or quantum interpretation of the classical Zeno effect). More precisely, Zeno effect can be analogously defined by the infinite series of the two alternative processes in the classical as well as in the quantum physics. But, within classical physics alternative processes, current regime and no-current regime, necessary represent simple and complex dynamical evolution. On the other hand, within quantum mechanics second process, i.e. measurement, cannot at all be considered as the generalized first process, i.e. generalized dynamical evolution.
Misra and Sudarshan formulated theoretically quantum Zeno paradox [1] , [2] in the following way.
Namely, according to standard quantum mechanical formalism [5] , [2] there are two principally different ways of the changing of the state of a quantum system. First one represents the unitary (that conserves superposition), deterministic quantum mechanical dynamical evolution (presented by Schrödinger equation). It can be realized during arbitrary small or large time interval for the quantum system without measurement process. Second one represents (postulated by von Neumann) the collapse, i.e. probabilistic superposition breaking by measurement. Collapse, i.e. measurement realization needs some finite time interval (determined by Heisenberg uncertainty relations). But formally, without diminishing of the generality of basic conclusions, it can be considered that collapse, i.e. measurement appears instantaneously.
Misra and Sudarshan considered an unstable quantum system, with total HamiltonianĤ, in the initial, non-decayed quantum state |N >. ]|N > representing a superposition of the non-decayed, |N >, and decayed quantum state, |D >. (Roughly speaking it can be said that final superposition represents the oscillating process between decayed and non-decayed quantum state.) This final state, for given short time interval, can be approximated by its second order Taylor expansion
Measurement of the decay, realized in time moment t, on the quantum system in the final state, can detect the non-decayed state with quantum mechanical probability
where
Obviously, (2) does not hold linear terms (proportional to t). For this reason (1) represents the minimal non-trivial approximation of |F >.
Suppose now that small time interval [0, t] is divided in the n equivalent subintervals with the same length t n , where n represents some natural number. Suppose too that on the end of any of given time subintervals decay measurement is realized. Since any measurement is (formally) instantaneous whole interval with length t = n t n refers on the dynamical evolutions only. Then probability that quantum system will be non-decayed after whole time interval, i.e. in the time moment t equals
where τ =h ∆Ĥ represents characteristic time parameter. Obviously, given probability, in the limit when n tends toward infinity, tends toward 1, which means that unstable quantum system will not decay at all. Metaphorically speaking a watched pot never boils. Previous statement represents seemingly a paradoxical conclusion. Namely, as it has been discussed, during whole time interval [0, t], moment by moment, non-trivial quantum mechanical dynamical evolution occurs. However, at the end of whole time interval effectively there is none dynamical effects. But, strictly speaking, there is none real paradox. All theoretical predictions are realized strictly according to standard quantum mechanical formalism on the one hand. On the other hand they are in the excellent agreement with experimental results [3] , [4] . Paradox exists only within nave intuitive suppositions that measurement (i.e. interaction of the system with measuring apparatus) has the form of quantum mechanical dynamical evolution.
Consider now a well-known classical LC oscillating circuit with conductive tube with inductivity L and condenser with capacity C. Also, suppose that initial electrical charge on the condenser equals q 0 . Electro-dynamics of this circuit is given by second Krichhoff rule (including self-inductivity term), i.e. equation −L 
where τ = 2 − 1 2 · ω represents characteristic time parameter. Suppose that in given LC circuit is a switch. It can be very quickly, practically instantaneously, settled in the state ON or in the state OFF. In the first case there is electrical charge change, i.e. electrical current. In the second case there is no electrical charge change, i.e. electrical current. Suppose that switch has bee initially in the ON state i.e. in the current regime. Suppose too that in the time moment t switch turns out in the OFF state, i.e. in the no-current or broken current regime. It implies that in the final moment electrical charge is described by (4) .
Suppose now that small time interval [0, t] is divided in the n equivalent subintervals with the same length t n , where n represents some natural number. Suppose again that switch has bee initially in the ON state. Suppose too that on the end of any of given time subintervals switch be instantaneously settled firstly in the OFF state and secondly again in the ON state. Since any measurement is (formally) instantaneous whole interval with length t = n t n refers on the dynamical evolutions only. Then electrical charge at the end of the whole time interval, i.e. in time moment t equals
Obviously, given electrical charge, in the limit when n tends toward infinity, tends toward 1, which means that electrical current will not flow at all. Metaphorically speaking finger in the toaster will never get burned. Previous statement represents seemingly a paradoxical conclusion. Namely, as it has been discussed, during whole time interval [0, t], moment by moment, non-trivial classical electro dynamical evolution occurs. However, at the end of whole time interval effectively there is none electro dynamical effects. But, strictly speaking, there is none real paradox. All theoretical predictions are realized strictly according to standard classical electro-dynamics on the one hand. On the other hand they are in the excellent agreement with experimental results. Paradox exists only within nave intuitive suppositions that interaction between switch and LC oscillating circuit has form of the LC (without switch or with switch constantly in the ON state) electro dynamical evolution.
On the basis of the well-known analogy between classical electro-dynamical LC oscillating circuit and classical mechanical linear harmonic oscillator, LHO, it can be concluded that on the LHO with corresponding quick breaking (stopping) mechanism a classical mechanical Zeno effect can appear too (which will not be analyzed explicitly).
All this admits the general definition of the Zeno effect that includes both quantum and classical cases.
Zeno effect occurs on a complex physical system with two sub-systems, when the following three conditions are satisfied.
Z1: Dynamical evolution (first process) on the isolated first sub-system, in the lowest nontrivial approximation for a small time interval [0, t], is proportional to (1−(
2 ) where τ represents characteristic time parameter. Z2: Quick, or, formally, instantaneous, interaction (second process) of the first with second sub-system stops dynamical evolution (first process) on the isolated first sub-system. Z3: In the mentioned small time interval [0, t] there is a tending toward infinity series of the alternative first and second process.
Thus, Zeno effect can be completely analogously defined by the infinite series of the two alternative processes in the classical as well as in the quantum physics. But, within classical physics alternative processes, first (current regime) and second no-current regime), represent simple and complex dynamical evolution. On the other hand, within quantum mechanics second process, i.e. measurement, cannot at all be considered as the generalized first process, i.e. generalized dynamical evolution. Namely, according to remarkable Bell theorem [6] , and corresponding experimental data [7] , presentation of the measurement by any generalized dynamical evolution leads necessary toward implausible superluminal effects. There is only one physical possibility without implausible superluminal effects, that measurement be presented as a form of the non-dynamical phase transition (with spontaneous superposition breaking) [8] , [9] .
